ABSTRACT Semi-supervised learning (SSL) based on manifold regularization (MR) is an excellent learning framework. However, the performance of SSL heavily depends on the construction of manifold graph and the safety degrees of unlabeled samples. Due to the construction of manifold graph and safety degrees of unlabeled samples are usually pre-construct before classification and fixed during the classification learning process, which results independent with the subsequent classification. Aiming at the above problems, we propose a unified adaptive safe semi-supervised learning (Adap-SaSSL) framework. This framework adaptively constructs a manifold graph while adaptively calculating the safety degrees of unlabeled samples. Specifically, the weights of manifold graph and its parameters, as well as the safety degrees of unlabeled samples will be optimized during the learning process rather than being calculated in advance. Finally, we then develop and implement a adaptive safe classification method based on the Adap-SaSSL framework, which is called adaptive safe semi-supervised extreme learning machine (AdSafe-SSELM). Experimental results on artificial, benchmark and image datasets show that the performance of AdSafe-SSELM is effective and reliable compared to other algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semi-supervised learning (SSL) as an excellent learning framework has been successful in both theory and application field over the past decade [1] - [4] . One of the main reasons is that obtaining marker samples is often very difficult and costly, but in many practical problems it is easier and less costly to collect unmarked samples. It is well known that SSL has been widely applied in various fields, such as face recognition [5] - [7] , speech recognition [8] , handwritten digit recognition [9] , etc. In general, SSL uses various assumptions to establish relationships between labeled and unlabeled samples, such as smooth, cluster, and manifold assumptions [1] - [4] . One of the most widely used assumptions is manifold assumption [1] . For example, Belkin et al. [1] proposed the Laplacian regularized least squares (Lap-RLS) and support vector machines (Lap-SVM) algorithms, and the results demonstrate that the manifold regularization technique can effectively exploit the information of unlabeled samples.
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It is well known that the construction of manifold graph is critical to the performance of MR. Once a good-performing graph is created that facilitates subsequent classification, it can ultimately help improve classification performance [10] - [13] . Otherwise, it will not help the classification, or even hurt the performance [13] . In addition, the graph is usually defined in advance and kept fixed during the learning process. It is virtually impossible for us to judge in advance whether the graph is a good-performance. Therefore, there are parameters that need to be adjusted in the manifold graph, and in semi-supervised learning with limited label information, parameter selection is still an effective solution that has not been solved, it is very difficult to build a good performance graph before classification [13] . It sets up another barrier for graph constructing for MR in advance. As far as we know, the existing improvements of MR either attempt to select the regularization parameters, or try to improve the efficiency of MR, few researches have concentrated on graph construction up to now [10] - [13] .
Recently, some studies have shown that unlabeled samples may be at risk and may even impair SSL performance [14] , [15] . If the unlabeled samples cannot be safely used, it will limit the scope of practical applications of SSL to some extent [14] . Consequently, it is necessary to design a safe semi-supervised learning (SaSSL) method that never performs worse than the corresponding SL method using only labeled samples [14] , [15] . In recent years, many excellent safety semi-supervised learning methods have been proposed [16] - [20] , [20] - [22] .
As a novel single hidden layer feed-forward networks (SLFNs) algorithm extreme learning machine (ELM) was proposed by Huang et al. [23] . Due to the excellent performance of ELM, some ELM-based variant algorithms have recently been proposed [24] - [29] . However, they are almost all supervised learning algorithms and therefore cannot effectively utilize unlabeled samples. To solve this problem, Huang et al. [30] proposed a semi-supervised ELM algorithm based on MR. Unfortunately, when trying to exploit unlabeled samples, SS-ELM still lacks the proper safe mechanisms. In particular, the inclusion of unlabeled samples in some cases may reduce the performance of the SS-ELM. In response to the above problem, SHE et al. [31] proposed a safe semi-supervised extreme learning machine (Safe-SSELM). Experimental results show that the performance of Safe-SSELM is rarely significantly lower than that of ELM using only labeled samples.
In this paper, we propose a unified adaptive safety semisupervised learning (Adsfe-SSL) framework. First, we construct a manifold graph using sparse constraints combined with classification learning. In this way, the manifold and its parameters can be automatically adjusted during the learning process instead of pre-specified. Second, we calculate the safety of each unlabeled sample by using entropy constrained adaptation. In particular, we propose a new adaptive safe semi-supervised extreme learning machine (Adsafe-SSELM) based on Adsfe-SSL framework. At the same time, we use the alternating iterative strategy to solve the Adsafe-SSELM. It is worth noting that each step in the iteration produces a closed-form solution that theoretically guarantees iterative convergence. Experimental results on multiple data sets show that the proposed method is effective and reliable compared to other related algorithms. The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as:
(1) We design a unified adaptive safe semi-supervised learning (Adsfe-SSL) framework.
(2) We propose a novel adaptive safe semi-supervised extreme learning machine (Adsafe-SSELM) based on Adsfe-SSL framework.
(3) The safety degrees of unlabeled samples and the construction of manifold graph are adaptively computed in the iterative solution of our algorithm.
(4) The empirical results show that our algorithm can achieve highly competitive performance compared to to other related algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the related work, including ELM and SS-ELM. In Section III, we will give the details of our algorithm. Experimental results and the analyses are given in Section IV. Finally, the paper is concluded and future work is presented in Section V
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we will briefly introduce the ELM [23] - [25] and SS-ELM [30] .
A. ELM
Extreme learning machine (ELM) is an excellent learning tool for machine learning and pattern recognition [23] - [29] . ELM randomly generates the input weights and biases of the hidden layer. Therefore, compared with traditional neural networks algorithms, ELMs have the advantages of simple structure, low computational cost and good versatility. Moreover, ELMs overcomes the drawbacks of traditional neural networks such as local minima, imprecise learning rates and slow convergence rates.
denote the training set, where l be the number of training samples,
Assuming that L is the number of neurons in hidden layer, the output function of ELM [23] - [25] is given by
where 
. . , L (a and b can be randomly generated according to a continuous probability distribution). The primal regularization ELM framework can be expressed as:
where C is a penalty coefficient for the training errors. The output weight vector β is then obtained according to the Moore-Penrose principle.
If l ≥ L, the solution of (2) is:
where I L is an identity matrix of dimension L. If l < L, the solution of (2) is:
where I l is an identity matrix of dimension l. VOLUME 7, 2019 
B. SS-ELM
Although ELMs are popular in many areas, they are primarily used to supervise learning tasks such as classification and regression, which greatly limits their applicability [23] - [29] . However, in real life, the acquisition of labeled samples is often very difficult and expensive, while collecting large quantities of unlabeled samples is relatively easy and inexpensive [1] . To overcome the disadvantage of supervised ELMs learning algorithms that they cannot make use of unlabeled samples, Huang et al. [30] proposed a semi-supervised extreme learning machine (SS-ELM) by introducing manifold regularization. Consider a SSL with training set
Thus, the primal problem of SS-ELM [30] can be written as:
where L = D − W is known as the graph Laplacian built from both labeled and unlabeled samples, wherein D is a diagonal matrix and W denotes the similarity matrix, C and λ are regularization parameters, Tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix.
If n > L, the solution of (5) is
where I l is an identity matrix of dimension l; C is a diagonal matrix whose entries are
, where l t j is the number of training samples belonging to class j , j = 1, 2 . . . , l.
If n < L, the solution of (5) is
where I n is an identity matrix of dimension n.
III. ADAPTIVE SAFE SEMI-SUPERVISED EXTREME LEARNING MACHINE A. MOTIVATION
In this section, we will explain in detail the basic idea of our algorithm. First, we constructed a new adaptive safe mechanism to calculate the security of each unlabeled sample and assign different safe degrees to different unlabeled samples. In order to implement safe mechanisms, we introduce a safe-based trade-off term between SL and SSL, which guarantees that safe unlabeled samples are more safe degrees than labeled samples with risk. Then, we achieved the above goals by using the entropy maximization criterion. Secondly, we construct an adaptive graph mechanism, so that the construction of the graph and its parameters can be adaptively adjusted automatically during the learning process instead of prior reservation. Therefore, the combination of graph construction and classification learning through this adaptive mechanism is more conducive to the performance of the algorithm.
B. ADAPTIVE RISK DEGREE AND GRAPH
We utilize f (x) denote the semi-supervised classifier and g(x) denote the supervised classifier. By adopts an Entropy Maximization criterion [6, 10] , which imposes a uniform distribution for the safety degrees of the unlabeled samples to avoid a trivial solution. Thus, the adaptive safety degreebased term can be presented as follows:
where s j describes the safety degree of unlabeled samples x j . In order to better optimize the construction of the graph and the parameters adjustment during the graph construction process, we propose an adaptive graph mechanism by introducing sparse constraints. In fact, each sample in the manifold graph is connected with only a few neighbor samples, thus only a few elements of each weight w i· should be non-zeros, and the rests should be zeros. That is, each weight vector w i· should be sparse. Thus, the adaptive graph term can be presented as follows:
C. ADAPTIVE SAFE SEMI-SUPERVISED LEARNING Based on (8) and (9) we can get a unified adaptive safe semisupervised learning (Adap-SaSSL) framework
where λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 are the regularization parameters, s i describes the safety degree of unlabeled samples x j , (w i,j ) is some constraint on the graph weights, and R(s i ) is some constraint on the risk degree of unlabeled samples. In our Adap-SaSSL framework, the manifold graph along with its parameters will be optimized in learning process rather than pre-defined and the safety degrees of different unlabeled samples are different and adaptively computed and assign. Based on Adap-SaSSL framework (10), we can get adaptive safe semi-supervised ELM (AdSafe-SSELM) learning framework
The optimization problem of AdSa-SSELM is non-convex with respect to (β, w i,j , s j ), and we will resort to the alternating iterative strategy to seek the output weights β, graph weights w i,j and risk of unlabeled samples s j , respectively. Fortunately, each step has a closed-form solution.
Step 1: With fixed w i,j and s j , we can get safe semisupervised ELM (Safe-SSELM) [31] min
where C, λ 1 and λ 2 are regularization parameters, H l is the hidden layer output matrix for labeled samples, H n is the hidden layer output matrix for all samples. The first three terms are used to define semi-supervised classifiers, and the last term controls the trade-off between ELM and SS-ELM.
where β ELM is the optimal solution of ELM, H u is the hidden layer output matrix for unlabeled samples, and S is a diagonal matrix whose entry S jj = s j+l . The derivative of Eq. (13) with respect to β is
By setting Eq. (14) to zero, we can get
where I is an identity matrix, C is a diagonal matrix whose entries are
For a given test set X test , we first calculate its corresponding hidden layer output matrix H test , then prediction result is given by:
Step 2: With fixed β and w i,j , the optimization problem for s j can be written as (8) . The Lagrangian function corresponding of (8) is
The derivative of L with respect to each s j vanishes at the minimizer,
Thus s j = exp
In addition, n j=l+1 s j = 1, thus
From (19) and (20), we can get
Available from (21), if the difference f (x j ) − g(x j ) is small, thus the unlabeled sample x j may be safe and the safety degree s j should be large. Therefore, safe unlabeled samples have a greater impact on semi-supervised learning performance than risk samples. In addition, if the difference f (x j ) − g(x j ) is larger, thus the unlabeled sample x j may not safe and the safety degree s j should be small. Thus, the prediction of unlabeled samples will be close to the prediction using SL, and it will reduce the risk of unlabeled samples.
Step 3: With fixed β and s i , the optimization problem for w ij can be written (9) . In order to obtain the solution of w ij , we will adopted auxiliary function strategy [32] - [35] to solve (9) .
Definition 1: Let (F, F ) is an auxiliary function for F(F), if and only if the conditions (F, F ) ≥ F(F)
and
are satisfied. 
Lemma 1: [35] If (F, F ) is an auxiliary function of F(F), then F(F) is non-increasing under the update
The optimization problem in (9) can be rewritten as
Lemma 2: [35] Let the function G(W , W ) be defined as 
Finally, the updated rule can be formulated as
where X is the all samples matrix, F = [f (x 1 ), . . . , f (x n )] T is the column vector of classification scores for samples, f (x i ) is the classification score for each sample x i .
Based on the above discussion, our algorithm will be presented in Algorithm 1. 3 + L(l + u) 2 ), where l denote the number of the labeled, and u denote the number of the unlabeled samples, L the number of hidden neurons. It is easy to know that the computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is determined by the number of iterations in one iteration and the computational cost. Firstly, we analysis the latter. The main computational cost of Algorithm 1 in one iteration consists of three parts: (1) The solution of β * is similar to that of SS-ELM and the corresponding complexity is O((l + u) 3 + L(l + u) 2 ); (2) Calculating the computational complexity of s j through (21) is equivalent to O((l + u) 2 log(l + u)); (3) Calculating the computational complexity of w ki through (30) is equivalent to O(l + u) 2 . So the computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is about
Algorithm 1 Our Algorithm
As for the iterative number T , our experimental results show that T = 100 is almost satisfying.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, to evaluate the performance of our method, we compared it with the most advanced classification algorithms, including ELM [23] , SS-ELM [30] , Safe-SSELM [31] .
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In our experiments, all parameters are selected by the grid search method. The details of the parameters involved in each algorithm are as follows: 76180 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Distribution of the two lines and two moons datasets.
• ELM: the regularization parameter C, the hidden layer node L;
• SS-ELM: the regularization parameter λ, and the hidden layer node L;
• Safe-SSELM: the regularization parameters C, λ 1 and λ 2 , and the and the hidden layer node L;
• Our method: the regularization parameters C, λ 1 and λ 2 , and the hidden layer node L; The range of all parameters selection is described as follows:
(1) The regularization parameters C, λ 1 and λ 2 are all selected from the set C ∈ {10 −6 , 10 −5 , . . . , 10 6 }, λ 1 ∈ {10 −6 , 10 −5 . . . , 10 1 , 10 2 }, and λ 2 ∈ {10 −6 , 10 −5 . . . , 10 6 }. (2) The hidden layer node L is selected from {100, 200,300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 2000}.
To measure the actual classification performance of all algorithms, the traditional accuracy index Accuracy (ACC) is used. 1 In our experiments, the average classification accuracy obtained by Monte Carlo cross-validation (MCCV) [36] , [37] . Specifically, all used datasets were randomly divided into training and test sets at a ratio of approximately 7:3. This process was repeated 10 times and an average of 10 test results were used as performance measurements. All of these methods are implemented in MATLAB 2014a on Windows 10 running on a PC with a system configuration Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 processor (3.20 GHz) and 16 GB RAM.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON ARTIFICIAL DATASETS
In order to verify the effect of regularization parameters λ 1 and λ 2 on our algorithm, we performed experiments on two artificial datasets [21] . The two artificial datasets are shown in Figure 1 . Each dataset contains 200 samples with 2 randomly selected labeled samples and 98 unlabeled samples for every class.
In our experiments, we fixed the parameters C and L through Monte Carlo Cross Validation and grid search. The experimental results are presented in Figure 2 . It can be seen from Figure 2 that the appropriate regularization parameters contribute to the performance of the model.
In addition, we compare the classification performance of our algorithm and ELM and SS-ELM on two lines and two moon datasets, respectively. Table 1 shows the classification accuracy of ELM, SS-ELM and our method on the 1 The ACC value is defined as: ACC = artificial datasets. From the results shown in Table 1 , it is obvious that when the labeled data are relatively small, our method outperforms the ELM and SS-ELM on the two moons and two lines datasets.
Through the experimental analysis of the above artificial datasets, we can see that the adaptive mechanism can really help the algorithm to find a more reasonable classifier.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON UCI DATASETS
To evaluate the effectiveness of our method. We obtain eight benchmark data sets from the UCI machine learning repository. 2 We have normalized these datasets so that the features range between in [0, 1]. The details of the datasets are describe in Table 2 .
First, we used eight UCI datasets and designed a series of experiments to study our method performance, where the size of the labeled samples is different. Specifically, for all datasets used, 70% of the samples were selected from each class to form a training set, and the remaining constituent test sets. Then mark different proportions of the sample in the training set, i.e, 10%, 20% and 30% respectively. In all experiments, the ''ACC±S'' denotes the average classification accuracy plus or minus the standard deviation. All experimental results are presented in Table 3 to Table 5 .
From Table 3 , Table 4 and Table 5 , we can see that as the number of labeled samples increases, the performance of all algorithms has improves. In addition, we can see that our method is superior to the other three algorithms on most data sets. Specifically, SS-ELM performed worse than ELM in the Spam, Har1, Har2, German and Diabetic datasets, while the new algorithm outperformed the ELM in each of these cases. This indicates that our algorithm can be effectively used for safe semi-supervised learning. Additionally, in cases where the SS-ELM outperformed the ELM, our algorithm obtained results that were comparable to the SS-ELM. This illustrates that the safety mechanism employed by our algorithm is effective, with minimal risk for reduced performance.
To further verify the performance of our method. We performed experiments on eight UCI datasets. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 shows ACC boxplots of our method, ELM, SS-ELM and Safe-SSELM on different UCI datasets. It can be seen from Figure 3 that our method is superior to the other three algorithms in most cases. In other words, our method has a higher accuracy and a relatively stable performance.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON IMAGE DATASETS
In this section, we will perform a series of experiments on the image datasets to verify the effectiveness of our method.
The Yale Facial Database 3 contains 165 images of 15 individuals (each providing 11 different images) under various facial expressions and lighting conditions. In our experiment, each image was resized to 32 × 32, resulting in an input dimension of N = 1024. The ORL database 4 contains ten different images of each of 40 distinct subjects. For some subjects, images were taken at different times, changing lighting, facial expressions (open/close eyes, smile/no smile) and facial details (glasses/no glasses). In our experiment, each image was resized to 32 × 32, resulting in an input dimension of N = 1024. The COIL20 5 database contains 20 objects. When the object is rotated on the turntable, the image of each object is separated by 5 degrees, and each object has 72 images. The size of each image is 32 × 32 pixels, 256 gray levels per pixel. Thus, each image is represented by a 1024-dimensional vector. The information of the above datasets are described in details in Table 6 .
From the results of Table 7 , we can see that the propose method classification performance outperforms ELM, SS-ELM and Safe-SSELM on all datasets. Compared to the ELM, our method can effectively use unlabeled samples to produce better performance. It was further found that our method has comparable performance compared to other semi-supervised algorithms. This shows that utilized the adaptive graphing mechanism and safety-control strategy used generally improve the classification accuracy compared to the traditional method. Specifically, it was observed that Safe-SSELM has better classification performance than ELM and SS-ELM in all data sets. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed safe strategy for unlabeled samples.
To verify the impact of the labeled samples on our method, we performed a series of experiments on the Yale, ORL and COIL20 data sets. In the experiment, the size of the labeled samples gradually increased and varied within this range {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 , 512, 1024}. The experimental results are presented in Figure 4 (a). The Figure 4(a) shows the classification accuracy of ELM, SS-ELM, Safe-SSELM and our method on Yale, ORL and COIL20 data sets with different number of labeled samples. From Figure 4 (a), we can get two basic conclusions: 1) in most cases, our method achieves the best results in four algorithms; 2) as the number of labeled samples increases, the classification accuracy of all algorithms is improved. Further, we can find that when the number of labeled samples increases from 2 to 128 data sets, the classification accuracy of the four algorithms is improved on the three datasets. As the number of labeled samples increases from 128 to 1024 data sets, the increase in classification accuracy begins to slow down.
In addition, to analyze the effect of the number of unlabeled samples on the shape performance of the models, we performed experiments on the Yale, ORL and COIL20 datasets.
In the experiments, the number of unlabeled samples varies among {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}. The experimental results are presented in Figure 4 (b). As can be seen from Figure 4 (b) , the classification accuracy of our method is better than the ELM, SS-ELM and Safe-SSELM. As the number of unlabeled samples increases, the classification accuracy of ELM, SS-ELM and Safe-SSELM and our method is significantly improved. Intuitively, a more reasonable classifier can be constructed by introducing utilized the adaptive graphing mechanism and safety-control strategy.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a unified adaptive safe semisupervised learning (AdSafe-SSL) framework. The main idea of this method is to adaptively calculate the manifold graph of learning and the adaptive calculation of the safety degree of each unlabeled sample. In particular, we have proposed adaptive safe semi-supervised extreme learning machine (AdSafe-SSELM) based on AdSafe-SSL framework. The experimental results on several datasets demonstrate that the performance of AdSafe-SSELM is never signifcantly inferior to that of ELM and SS-ELM and indicate the effectiveness of our designed safe mechanism. In future work, we will study other measures to analyze the risk of unlabeled samples and other versions of the safety adaptive mechanism semi-supervised learning.
